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TRANSPARENT,LIGHTWEIGHT SAFETY SHIELDS FOR

SMALL-WALE OPERATIONS INVOLVING EXPLOSIVES

by

Manuel J. Urizar and Louis C. Smith

A8STRACT

Laminated glass, polymethylmethecrylate, and polycarbonate (Lexen) safety

shields were subjected to blast end fragmenta from 11.5 am, steel-confined

explosive charges, and to impact by .30 cal bullets. A l/4-in.-thick

sheet of glass backed by a l/2-in.-thicksheet of L~an proved to be an

especially effective combinationunder the conditions of these tests and

is recommendedas a lightweight,transparentsafety shield for small-scale

operations involving aplosives.

INTRODUCTION

Transparent safety shields for laboratorywork are

commonly nsidefrom laminated glass or an acrylic

plaati.c, such as Pl~iglas. For many applications,

either is satisfactory. However, for our work with

high =plosives we have long had a requirement for

a light, transparentshield to provide protection

from the blast and high velocity metal or glese

fragments that could arise from the accidental deto-

nation of several grams of explosive in a laboratory

experiment. Neither safety glass nor Pl~iglas

completely satisfied the requirmanta, although both

were tried in a variety of arrangement.

Recently the polycarboneteresins became cmmuer-

cially available, end it appeared that they might

possess the combinationof toughnessand fl-ibility

required for a blest and fragment shield. The

wterial we selected for testing is the polymer

nwmketed by the Gcmeral Electric Company under the

trade name L-an. Two-foot-squareaheeta of L@ten

in thickmeaaesof 1/2, 3/4, and 1 in. were obtained

from Argo Plaetics Company, Loa Angeles, Californi%

and were canpared in several configurationswith

8afety glass and polymethylmethacrylate. ‘Ihe

results, summarizedbelow, indimte tit Lexeu by

itself provides an effective shield in this applica-

tion, but the best transparentshield we have yet

tested ia a composite shield consisting of a sheet

of glass backed by a sheet of L=an.

TEST PROCEDURE

For the purpose of comparing shield materials, we

use the arrangement ahown in Figs 1 and 2. Four

samplea, loosely supported in a metal frame, are

symmetri-lly arranged around the charge end at a

distance of 12 in. from it. The charge, which is

supported at the center on a block of foamed plas-

tic, conaiste of a l/2-in.-diax 2-in.-long cylinder

of plastic-bondedexploeive (9&L HMX, 6% binder,

density 1.84 gin/cc)confined in a l/8-in.-wallmild

steel case. The explosiveweighs about 11.5 gm,

the steel case about 61 gm. Uauelly, 3/4-in.-thick

plywood targets are located 6 in. or so behind the

shields to assess the number end penetrating power

of any fragments that may peuetrate the shields, or

that my originate as spell from their beck surfac-

ee. A l/4-in.-thickDural plate is frequently

included aa one of the four sides to determine the

fragment pattern. In all the tests reported here

the ehields were about 24-in. wide; their heights
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Fig 1 - Experimentalarrangement used for safety shield tests.

Detonator

9404

Mild steel tubing

varied somewhat,but were generally within the range

18-24 in. The results are usually assessed from the

appearance of the shields and targets after the shot

(Fig 3), but a high-speed (Fas@x) mera sometimes

is used to observe the dynamic response of the

shields. Shields that appear to be effectiveat the

L2-in. distance may be retested at 6 in. (one at a

time) to determine if their performanceat the

Larger distance is marginal.

This procedure provides a severe overtest for most

operations carriad out in the laboratory,but occa-

sionally it is convenient to observa operations

that could create conditionsapproaching in severity

those provided by the test.
I

.

Fig 2-Charge assembly used for safety shield tests.
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Fig 3 - General appearance of a test assembly after the shot. Clockwise from the Dural plate at the upper
right are l-in.-thick safety glass, L=an, and polymethylmethacrylateshields. The dark spots in the L-an
are embedded fragmente.

RESULTS

Results illustratingthe response of some of the

materials tested in this program are given in

Table 1.

A l-in. thickness of 4- or 5-ply laminated safety

glass will stop the metal fragments,but the glass

spans badly. However, the velocity of the span,

eetimated from the high-speed camera record, is

only about 270 ftfsec, and only a few small pieces

of glass remained embedded in the plywood target.

Anyone standing behind such a shield, wearing safety

glasses and a lab coat, probably would receive only

superficialinjuries except, of course, for whatever

damage might be done to his hearing by the noise of

the explosion.

Little, if anything, is gained by using two l/2-in.-

thick sheets of glass, separated by 1/4 in. of air,

in place of a single l-in.-thicksheet.

The 3/4-in. safety glass shield behaved similarly,

except that in one of the two tests a metal fragment

penetrated the shield and stuck in the plywood tar-

get. The velocity of the span from the 3/4-in.

shield (.-300 ft/see) was only slightly higher than

that from the l-in. shield, and damage to the target

from this source would still not be rated overly

severe. A substantialamount of span is produced,

however, as can be seen in Fig 4. The protection

provided by this shield against the test charge is

marginal.
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Table 1

1/4112024-T351 Dural
1/4” 2024-T351 Dural (2 tests)

1/4” 2-ply safety glass
1/2” 2-ply safety glass
3/4” 3-ply safety glass (2 tests)
1“ safety glass (a)
1/2!1safety glass, 1/4” air, 1/2” safety glass

1/2” acrylic (b)
3/4” acrylic (b)
1“ acrylic (b)

1/2” Lexan
3/4” Lesan
1“ Lexan
3/.4”

O.l!!

o. 1“
Lf4°
1/4”
1/4”

o. 1“
1/8”

1/4”
1/4’‘
0.1”
1/8”

1/4”
1/4”

Lexan, 1/4” air, 1/2” L=an

window glass, 1/2” acrylic (b)
window glass, 1/2” acrylic (b)
plate glass, 1/2” Plaxiglas (c)
2-ply safety glass, 1/2” acrylic (b)
2-ply safety glass, 1/2” Plexiglas (c)

Window glass, 1/2!’Lexan
window glass, 1/2” Lexan (3 tests)

plate glass, 1/2” Lexan
2-ply safety glass, 1/2” Lexan (6 tests)
window glass, 3/4” Lexan
window glass, 3/4” Lexan

Plexiglas, 0.1” window glass, 1/4” P1-i.glas (c)
ple%i.glas,0.1” window glass, 1/2” Lexan

Distance
from

!Q3@Q

12
6

6
12
12

12, 6
6

12
12
12

12
12
12
6

12
6
6
6
6

6
6

6
6
12
12

6
6

Results

Dural span embedded in target
Steel and Dural fragments in target

Shield and target penetrated.
Shield spalled and penetrated
%ieldsspaUed,penetratedinLtest,nrt in other
Badly spalled, but not penetrated
Not penetrated,considerable low vel span

Shield penetrated, spalled, and broken up
Shield penetrated, spalled,and broken up
Shield penetrated, spalled, and broken UP

Penetrated,but no breakup or spalling
Penetrated,but no breakup or spalling
Penetratedby one fragment
First layer penetrated, second layer intact

Spalled,butnot penetrated
Fragment penetrated plywood target
Spalle~ but not penetrated
Spalled,butnot penetrated
Shield shattered,butnot penetrated

Shield and target penetrated
Not penetrated in 2 tests, 1 fragment

embedded in plywood in third test
Not penetrated
Not penetrated
Penetrated
Penetrated

Shield and target both penetrated
Penetrated,but target not damaged

--------- -----

(a) Both 4- and 5-ply l-in. safety glass were used.
(b) Swedlow, Inc, LOS Angeles, Calif.
(c) Rohm& Haas, Philadelphia,Pa.

The l/4-in. and l/2-in. glass shields were clearly

inadequate,and, in the case of the l/4-in. shield,

the metal fragmentspenetratedboth the shield and

the 3/4-in. plywood target.

The results obtained with acrylic shields are given

in the third section of the table. The metal frag-

ments will penetrate even a l-in.-thicksheet. The

acrylic spans much as the safety glass does, and,

in addition, large pi.ecea of plastic from the outer

edges are blown out of the frame. With the thinner

sheets, little if any of the plaati.creuutinsin the

frame after the shot is fired.

Fig 4 - Enlargement of one frame of the high-speed
camera record, showing the cloud of apalled glass
projected from the back of a 3/4-in.-thick safety
glass shield.

.

1

.
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Glass/acrylic canposite shields represent en im-

prwement so far as penetration of the shield is

concerned, but the plywood targets are still damaged

by fragments spalled frmn the shield,

The results obtained with Lexan are entirely dif-

ferent. The L-an does not break or spell, and the

entire shield remains in the frame. EVen a 1 in.

thickness of Laxen is penetrated occasionally,but

in a peculiar way. The fragment generally does not

travel through the plastic in a straight line, but

instead changes direction one or more times as

though it were moving through a viscous liquid,

Consideration of these.resultssuggested that a

glass/Lexan com~osite shield might have significant

adventages. The thought was that the glass would

retard end flatten the fragments,while the L-an

would intercept the”penetrating fragments and span.

This led to the experimentsreported near the bottom

of the table, which indicate that as little as 1/8

in. of glass backed by 1/2 in. of Lexan will provide

almost complete protectionagainst the test charge.

Shields consisting of 1/4 in, of glaes backed by 1/2

in. of Lexan were not penetrated in 7 tests.

We cell attention to the result obtained with the

l/8-in. glass13/4-in.Lexan shield,which was pene-

trated in a single test at 12 in. This could indi-

cate that nothing is to be gained by increasing the

thickmess of the Wan. However, in sawing these

sheets we noted that the thicker sheets (3/4 and

1 in.) seemed to be softer and gummier then the

thinner sheete, and it is quite possible thatthe

thicker sheets used in our work were incanpletelyor

improperly cured.

The effectivenessof this combinationwas further

demonstratedby some aperiments in which the resis-

tance of the shields to penetrationby .30 cal, N2

ball rifle bullets was determined. The rounds were

hand-loaded to obtain a range of velocities. In the

following tablewe give the maximum velocity at

which the bullet failed to penetrate the shield, the

minimum velocity at which it did penetrate the

shield, end the average of these two numbers.

As wculd be expected, these bullets, with their

favorable ballistic shape, readily penetrate one

inch of Laxen. The glass/LWan combination,how-

ever, resists penetrationat velocities up to about

Max Vel
for No Pen

Shield (ft/see)

1 in. acrylic 900
1 in. I.aKen 920
1/4 in. safety glass

plus 3/4 in. acrylic
1540

1 in. safety glass 1840
l/4 in, safety glass

plus 3/4 in. Lexan
1840

Min Vel
for Pen

~~

930 915
990 955

1600 1570

1920 1880

1960 1900

1900 ftfsec and is as effective as the much heavier

l-in. safety glass,

DISCUSSION

These results demonstrate that, on the baeis of

weight and resistance to penetrationand span, the

glass/Lexen composite shields are much more effec-

tive than the other materials tested in providing

protectionagainst the blast and fragments produced

by the test charge, A shield composed of 1/4 in.

of glass plus 1/2 in. of Lexan weighs about two-

thirds as much as a shield of l-in.-thicksafety

glass, provides equal protectionagainst penetra-

tion by fragments,end is superior from the stand-

point of span. It is also worth noting that in

the laboratory the glass of the composite shield

will protect the plastic against damage from spills

or splashes of corrosive chemicals, since it is

located on the eide facing the operation.

In short, the glass/Lexan composite shield repre-

sents a fortunate combinationof desirable proper-

ties, and we consider it to be a substantialim-

provement over the treneparentshields that were

previouslyavailable for use in smell-scaleopera-

tions involving explosives.
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While this report was being prepared for publica-

tion, we were advised that the Pittsburgh Plate

Glass Company and the Aerojet-GeneralCorporation,

under contract with the U.S. Army Muterials Research
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Agency, had studied in considerabledetail composite

shields similar to those describedhere, with spe-

cial reference to their ability to resist penetra-

tion by .30 cal ball and armor-piercingenununition.

The PPG work is sunrnarized in a confidentialreport

entitled ‘TransparentArmor!!submittedby the PPG

Glass Research Laboratoriesunder Contract No. DA-

36-034-~-0309X . The Aerojet-Generalwork is

summarized in a confidentialreport entitled !tTrans-

parent Composite Armor Materials for Aircraft Appli-

cations” eubmitted undar Contract No. DA-04-495-

AMC-328(Z).

A Lexe.n/air/safetyglass shield ia now being nuzrket-

ed by the Arthur H. Thomas ComP2nY (CHEMICAL& ENGI-

NEERINGNEWS, June 5, 1967, page 15). However, the

arrangement of the Lcntanand glase I.ayerain this

shield is the reverse of that recommendedhere.
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